
Dr. Bernard Schwetz, D,VM, Ph.D. 
Acting Principal Deputy Commissioner 
U.S. Food, and Drug Administration 
Room1 4-71, Parklawn Building 
5600 Fishers Lane 
Rockville, MD 20857 

Re: food labeling complaint 

Dear Dr. Schwetz: 

The undersigned organizations are writing in res;onse to a letter sent to you, dated August’14th, 2001, 
regarding labels on food not derived from or containing genetically modified organisms (GM@).’ The 
letter requests that the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) take enforcement action against 
companies that are using labels to inform consumers that their products do not use-GM&. We believe 
taking enforcement action against such products at this time would be premature, a violation of law, 
contrary to consumer interest and an inappropriate use of the agency’s limited resources. 

The August 14th letter asks the FDA to take action for violations of the FDA’s draft Guidance to 
Industry on “Voluntary Labeling Indicating Whether Foods Have or Have Not Been Developed Using 
Bioengineering” (“Guidance”): In January of this year, the FDA published these draft guidelines for 
public comment. 66 Fed. Reg. 4839 (J anuarjr,l8,2001). Thecommentperiod sought information from 
the public on how this draft guidance ,dealt withissues such as whether labels that use terminology such 
as “GM0-free” were misleading. I& at 4840,‘Als “of*August 8, 2001, the FDA has received.92,131 
comments (although the count is not complete) concerning ‘this’ Federal’Register notice. To .date, the 
FDA has failed to respond to those public. comments and has not-?inalized its Guidance. Taking 
enforcement action against any company for- its “GM0-free”* lab&g claims prior .to the agency 
concluding its review and substantive .response to the public comments would be arbitrary and 
capricious. ‘As a result, we believe it would be premature and, contrary to law to conclude ,that “GMO- 
free” (and other similar labels such as “Non-GMq’y), are misleading.” ..: _ _‘. 8, 

Moreover, enforcement-action against “GMO-free” 
‘, 

labeling claims may violate cons&&dnal rights. 
As the fiDA” is aware, companies already have a commercial free speech right (as long a&& a truthful 
cl&m) $: lab& their foods -‘tGMQ-free.” 

Und& &tis&g IaGk;; J+or&o+ h-.vs .q& sp:$-&l&.+h; go. ,_ 
&f~&‘+‘$-‘-&&~~~m&~ bt t&ek @&l&’ &,d &$‘+&ients ~e~t.eiac~g’~~~ndards. ji&~$ro&&o~:~~ _ 

derived from the US. Constitution’s First Amendment, which provides in pertinent partthat “Congress :’ (.: 



shall make no law . . . :iJ.S. Const. Amend. .I. In 1976, the’supreme 

of resources in a free enterprise’system . . . 
as to how that system ought to be regulated or altered.4 

Recent Supreme Court decisions have further bolstered the commercial speech doctrine and;as result, 
extended constitutional protection to “GM0-free” labelusers., 5 The undersigned believe proper exercise 
of this right provides the public with critical material information about the content of their food supply, 

I 

The August 14th letter also fails to supportits claim that “GVO free” labels are misleading under the 
Federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act. The letter lacks, inter alia, evidence of the following information: 

(1) any consumer complaints that the labels are misleading; 

(2) any evidence of price premiums charged for GMO-free labeled products; 

(3) any evidence of products being returned or refunds being offered because of deceptive 
labels; 

(4) any consumer focus group results showing that such labels are misleading; 

(5) any complaints from competing businesses about such labels; or 

(6) any enforcement actions by consumer protection agencies at any level. 

Additionally, the August 14th letter’s suggestion that the term “genetically modified’ is misleading and 
not recognized as having a plain meaning that is identifiable to the public is facially incorrect. Such an 
assertion is refuted by numerous recent actions by regulatory bodies around the world. For instance, 
on July 25, 2001, the European Commission released its new proposal concerning the labeling of 
genetically engineered foods entitled “Regulation ,of the European Parliament and of the Council on 
Geneticallv Modified Food and Feed.“’ Moreover, a search of the worldwide web reveals the terms 
“GMO” and “genetically modified organism” have clearly been.adopted by the public, industry and 
governments to mean food, food ingredients or crops derived from,genetic engineering. Even. the FDA 
.has acknowledged that the terms “genetic modification’ and “GMO” have come to be associated with 
this “popular usage.“’ 

Furthermore, the undersigned believe that voluntary truthful labels that differentiate food products 
because of an absence of the use of genetically modified ingredients are appropriate and not inherently 

. 
misleading. There are significant and material differences ingenencally modified foods compared to 
their conventionally bred counterparts. As the agency,.is aware, even FDA scientists have determined 
that “[t]here is a,profound difference betsveen the types-of unexpected effects from traditional breeding 
and genetic enginee’ring”8 More recently, these differences have been recognized in the controversy 
over genetically modified StaLinkTM corn. Recently, the EPA’s expert science panel reiterated its 

. . 
_’ 



finding that ‘a novel protein in the corn created by the genetic engineering process has a medium 
likelihood~tpf being a ,;human : fo,od allergens) The~scientific conclusions made by the FDA’s own 

’ 1 : i jl 
scientisWar-$ the EI?A$&ecent -panel. exemplify that genetic ,modification results in. fundamental 
diffe&nces,.mthe ‘rnater%~nat&e of ‘food. Coupled &th’ the widespread publicity surrounding the 
StarLinkTM ‘incident, t@Ypubl.ic’is ‘mcreasingly aware of these facts. i Labels providing truthful product 
differentiation are scientifically suPportable and assist in consumers making informed choices. The FDA 
should be supportive of such actions. 

Lastly, the FDA has a number of pending issues before it concerning genetically modified foodto which 
it is legally obligated to respond. These’issues should take precedence over the actions requested by the 
August 14th letter. First, the FDA is reminded that StarLinkTM corn has not been approved for human 
consumption. Therefore, the agency should be continuing to test food products for the presence of this 

. . ._ ._ 
potential allergen and mtnattng food recalls for all products testing positive for its presence. Second, the 
agency should respond to ,the public comments it has received concerning regulatory proposals on ,. 
genetically modified food. This includes responding to the legal petition filed by over 50 organizations 
requesting the adoption of a mandatory pre-market safety testing and labeling regulatory regime.” This 
citizen petition has received 434,979 comments in support of the actions requested. In addition, the 
agency has received approximately 176,000 comments concerning its proposals on its voluntary labeling 
guidelines’ and pre-market notification.” Thus, the agency has .pending regulatory decisions on 
genetically modified food with over 600,000 public comments to consider and provide substantive 
responses.: The agency should focus it.resources on responding to these comments and making its final 
regulatory determinations. If the FDA is truly concerned about misleading the public about genetically 
modified foods, the agency will move quickly to adopt the regulatory approach ovephelmingly favored 
by those 600,000+ public comments - mandatory pre-market safety testing, mandatory environmental 
review and mandatory labeling. 

Sincerely, 

:,Joseph M en e son III, Center for Food Safety d 1 
Cameron Griffith, Consumers’ Choice Council 
Jean Halloran, Consumer Policy Institute/Consumers’ Union 
Beth Burrows, Edmonds Institute 
Brent Blackwelder, Friends of the Earth 
Charles Margulis, Greenpeace USA 
Kristin Dawkins, Institute for Agriculture & Trade Policy 
Ronnie Cummin s, Organic Consumers Association 
James Riddle, Organic Independents 
Katherine DiMatteo, Organic Trade Association 
Ellen Hickey, Pesticide Action Network North America 
Laurel Hopwood, Sierra Club 
Richard Caplan, U.S. Public Interest Research Group 

CC:. Via Fax (301) 443-1863 
Docket OOD-1598, Dockets Management Branch, FDA 
Dr. Michael Jacobson, Center for Science in the Public Interest 
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